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PCD/PCBN Inserts



Choosing the appropriate cutting tool for your

machining application is the difference between

increased productivity and costly inefficiency.

Selecting the most suitable insert from among

thousands of variations is no easy task. It is, however,

the key to prolonging tool life, avoiding catastrophic

failure, ensuring work piece quality and minimizing

downtime for tool changes.  

Indexable Cutting Tools makes the choice easier. For

40 years, Indexable has been dedicated to meeting

the cutting tool needs of customers in industries as

diverse as automotive, aerospace, electronic and

heavy equipment manufacturing. Through our broad

range of products, technical expertise, R & D

capabilities and commitment to customer service.

Indexable provides cost-effective, flexible solutions

to any cutting challenge.

By utilizing advanced, proprietary technology, we

manufacture precision ground inserts that provide

consistent, increased productivity. An ISO9002

registered company, Indexable is driven by an

emphasis on quality in everything we do. 

In a world where continual improvement is paramount

to your business’ competitive edge, look to Indexable.

After all, our edge is excellence.



Indexable offers a broad range of cutting tool materials to meet

your machining needs. Whether your production systems involve

hard turning or milling, require heavy roughing or high speed

finishing, machine high silica aluminum or tough superalloys, we

have the product.

Our carbide inserts offer a cost-effective solution for general

purpose machining as well as a number of special applications.

With a wide variety of grades, chipbreakers and coatings, you’ll

find the tool best suited to your application.

The Indexable line of CBN tooling (cubic boron nitride) offers

great hardness and abrasion resistance, coupled with extreme

chemical stability when in contact with ferrous alloys at high

temperatures. It has the ability to machine both steels and cast

irons at high speeds for long operating cycles.

Indexable’s family of five PCD (polycrystalline diamond) grades

can satisfy all of your nonferrous and non-metallic machining

needs, from the roughest and most conditions and materials

to the tightest tolerance and smoothest surface finish

requirements. Our PCD inserts deliver maximum productivity.

Made from the finest powders in the world, using proprietary

technology, Indexable manufactures one of the strongest, wear

resistant ceramics. A patented microwave sintering process

produces a very fine-grained micro-structure with enhanced

hardness, toughness and high temperature strength. Called

MicroWear, this family of ceramics can machine a broad range

of materials from the hardest cast irons to the toughest

high-temperature alloys.

Engineered and manufactured using state-of-the-art technology,

all of our inserts are of exceptional detail and exacting precision.

So when you’re looking for quality and increased productivity,

look no further than Indexable Cutting Tools.
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Head Office

66 Clark Street

Welland, Ontario, Canada

L3B 5W6

Advanced Ceramics Division

1919-94 Street N.W.

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

T6N 1E6

U.S. Shipping

181 Cooper Avenue, 

Suite #104

Tonawanda, New York, U.S.

14150

T. 905-735-8665

1-800-446-4946

F. 905-735-5427

For  a  more  deta i l ed

understand ing  o f

Indexable’s capabilities 

visit our Web Site at

www. indexab le .com


